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A study of Kimura Motomoゴs」シ
“
θ″協ぎLove ofexpressionl
ⅣIariko TAKASHIMA
The fact that KIMURA Llotomori shows the best understanding Of
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NISHIDA Kitaro's concept of“expressior'was admitted by NISHIDA
himsel■KIMIIRA elaborated his theory“xpre sion"(表
"connecting theconcept of`love"(愛).
The purpose of this paper is to consider the meaning of`Ъyoge ―ar'
(表現愛)mahly ttom the second chapter ofthe book.There are three main
themes to discuss about this issue.
Fistly the bast concepts of KIMIIRA that form his theory of
`Ъyogen―ar' are as follows. One Of the concepts is the relation between
`inside and outside". The inside is the subject which expresses itself
formally and the outside is the outward which the sutteCt expresses.This
relation can be an inauence of NISHIDノTs ``Ich und Du." KILIIIRA
interpreted human nature in terms of poiesis and praxis. According to
KIN1lUIυtゝhe volition is not only for action,and the art is regarded as the
ObieCt過ed voltion.
KIMIIRA means by awareness(自覚)that“I get to know myser
through self formation by outward expression." When `■o get to know
myself'is subsumed into“eFforma ioゴ',awareness(自覚)i  formed.To
KILIt班もへ,to subsume means a dialectic construction by a lo」Cal leap.
Secondly the thesis and the antithesis are important to understand
`Ъyogen―ar'. In the construction of KIMШs ぬalectic, he deines his
dialectic in four stages.He has his attention to the imperfection of art.If
art is accepted only as perfection,KIⅣEUIし年sぬalectic f expression can be
just simply in three stages. But KILIIΠもへ hinks that there is any
d鰤erence between perfection and imperfection,and that there lnust be the
fourth stage for his とalectic. This dialectic is developed by negation of
negation that is also an induence of NISHIDAs“nothingnesぎ'(無).In sum,
the thesis is the stage of Eros.The antthesis is the stage of Agape.The
thesis is progressed to the antithesis by negation of negation.When Eros
reaches to its limitation,批den es all of tser Then Eros can evolve into
Agape by a leap.
Thirdly the synthesis is ``hyogen‐a ''. It sh uld not be static, but
dynanlic.The principle of culture is Eros,and that of religion is Agape.
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According to KIMITRA, at the synthesis of `Ъyogen‐ai'', there is an
interaction between culture and reh」on
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